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’Gams’ Voting

Revelries

today through
%ohne continues
riday to flail the most "Gor&IL ti1111 Jo... State,
,,.... I
/LTC
tables
rAting
Ir.,i ot the Spartau bookstore
cafeteria. Students may vote
petiole.. fur or,
driomiling
to
%% inner of this
"gains..,icest
11141
event
I
11140111111
be iiiiii unced Fridus.

Final tryouta for Reaelries, the
original student - produced musical comedy, will take plies- tonight from 7-9 in TH5.:. fte%elries Director ’train Seligman
asked students %%WI phut to audition for the Mny 11-12 production to bring a song to sing and
also to he prepared to read front
the script.
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Book Talk
To Spotlight
Theosophy
ethic of theologian
,ii,Inhold Niebuhr will be explained
latest book, "The
in relation to his
Structure of Nation.s and Empires,"
proby Dr. George Jones, assistant
fessor of philosophy, at the 12:30
book talk today in rooms A and B
of the Spartan cafeteria.
Dr. Niebuhr, theologian, author,
philosopher and presently a professor of applied Christianity at
1:nion Theology seminary, is characterized as the "bugged theologian" by Dr. Jones.
"What bugs him is the ill-founded fear that his fellow citizens may
take set busty the thie of the Sermon on the Mount, with the consequence that the security of our
’Christian’ nations will be gravely
imperiled" Dr. Jones explained.
Niebuhr disposes of Jesus’ ethic
as a guide for life and advocates
his own social ethic. "I don’t know
what crimes against humanity Niebuhr’s social ethic couldn’t be used
to justify," Dr. Jones emphasized.
Niebuhr’s book, "The Structure
of Nations and Empires," can hardIn be understood independently of
other works.
In itself. it merely looks like so
ioh history written from a pecisa. moralistic standpoint," Dr.
Janes said.
-Considered in relation to Niehr’s other writings, however, the
,k would seem to be a sustained
_ument, drawing ’evidence’ from
of recorded history, for the
’necessity’ of abandoning the indi!nal ethic of Jesus and adopting
SOCia I ethic of Niebuhr," he

Color Section

Seeks Name
"Run, don’t walk, to the color
contest box ill the Spartan bookstore." declared Spartan Daily
Promotion Manager Glenn Lirtat,
as the newspaper’s Need-A-Name
contest opened Monday.
The winning name will be used
for all future Spartan Daily color
editions. beginning with the April
supplement.
Instead of supplying daily helpful hints, Lutio suggests contestants use their imagination in creating names.
"The judges are looking for
names that refer to the color,
Sports. fashion and entertainment
theme of the color siipplement,"

Prof. Roberts
Will Theorize
On Socialists
,[1 It. Roberts, assistant poitessor of history, will speak
no "Pre -World War I Marxism"
this afternoon at 3:30 in CH149.
His speech will be the second in a
series en t it led "Modern Political
and Eeenomie Thought," sponsored
fry TAs( (Toward Active Student
Continent’ 51
Prolrs,,,r Roberts will explore
right and left wing
socialist
thouelit of the various parties within the socialist movement.
He will
Ihmrite how socialists from all nations %mild react in
handling a
Zeneral strike and analyze their
Participation in international war.
Professor Roberts was graduated
from 1Vhitman college, Walla
Walla, Wash., with a B.A. degree.
Be received
M.A. and Ph.D. deMrs from the Univeisity of Chi"go, Its’ specialized in American
soeial and intellectual
history.
Befiast coming to SJS in 1959,
Professor Roberts was on the faculty at
Mankato state college,
Mina

a
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Two Plans Suggested

TASC Peace Display

Mayor Offers Suggestions
To Solve 7th St. Dilemma
"The current problem of the
closing of Seventh st. is not a
new problem but one that has been
bothering me for several years."
This was the comment offered
by San Jose Mayor Paul Moore
, when he spoke informally at a
’talk given by Wester Sweet, a
candidate for city council, yes-

terday in the cafeteria.
Mayor Moore told his audience
that the college has been placing
most of its emphasis on construction in the campus area and has
been placing no thought on the
traffic problems that would naturally develop.
’The ciosine of Seventh at, is

’Keep Farms,’ Says
S.J. Council Candidate

PEACE LITERATURETASC displays at their
vigil yesterday drew interest of students and
faculty. Members of local peac., organizations
assisted the campus liberals in their noon -to -

midnight vigil supporting the Geneva peace
conference. "Turn Toward Geneva" was their
p111111.b
Ii,it
Frdmao
theme.

Liberal Group’s Watch

Wester Sweet, San Jose attorney and a candidate for San Jose
city council, told an informal gathering in the cafeteria yesterday
that well-developed agricultural
land should not be used for cheap
housing districts.
Sweet, who is currently active on
the San Jose city housing board,
the San Jose NAACP executive
board and as western regional officer of the Congress of Racial
Equality, was introduced by Dr.
William F. Stanton, associate prolessor of economics.
Sweet declared that he worked
with people and therefore knew
their personal problems. "Many
complaints have been registered
lately about the cheap houses that
are being built in the San Jose

TASC Peace Vigil Starts Slowly;
Former Supervisor
Speakers Attract Small Audiences Speaks
Tomorrow
By CAROLYN LUND
After a slow start with competition from lunch-time conversationalists and Tower Hall’s chimes,
TASC’s 12-hour peace vigil in the
Inner Quad yesterday directed
student and faculty attention to
the Geneva disarmament conference which begins today.
The vigil, sponsored by the
campus liberal political group,
drew a sparse audience for starting speaker Tom Roland, former
freedom rider and member of the
Berkeley Young People’s Socialist
League.
Roland’s approach to peace suggested a change in American political structure, taking the power
that allegedly rest in the hands
of big industry and military
groups. Emphasis on peacetime
production directed toward maximum human good rather than
maximum profit was Roland’s proposed solution to America’s involvement in the arms race.
DR. OGILVIE SPEAKS
Dr. Bruce C. Ogilvie, associate
professor of psychology, observed,
"Peace is just not popular," when
he saw the small size of his audience.
His speech on "Reduction of
Tensions" gradually attracted the
largest crowd of the vigil as he
began quoting from "Reciprocal
Reduction in Tension" a treatise
by Dr. Charles Osgood, president
of the American Psychological
assn.
FOR UNDERSTANDING
Professor Ogilvie spoke in favor of greater understanding between ideologies, naming that a
basis for success in international
conferences.
"Understanding other ideologies
doesn’t mean conversion to them.
Democracy is not so fragile that
it needs protection." he said.
Illustrating the extent of American tension, Professor Ogilvie
cited the results of a recent survey in which 14 per cent of the
Americans polled were willing to
drop nuclear bombs on Russia
now and do away with tensions.
SHOW PEACEFUL MOTIVES
He explained Dr. Osgissi’s proposed plan for unilateral actions
demonstrating America’s peaceful
motives, with or without reciprocation by opponents. He emphasized the maintenance of national
defense. however.
Asked what America can do to
promote peace, Dr. Ogilvie sug-

gested the sharing of scientific
and medical information among
nations. He proposed an "intelligent reaction to Russia’s political
objections to German rearmament."
"Osgood’s is a most intelligent
step forward in the psychological
understanding of the conflict. He
notes the importance of communication between nations and the
necessity of creating trust between
them," he said.
HOPE FOR SUCCESS
The Rev. J. Benton White,
Methodist director of the Wesley
foundation, gave his personal
commendation to the positive action of the vigil, showing hope for
success in the Geneva conference.
Mr. White, formerly an Air
Force chaplain, stated his belief
in armed defense, but said also
that military’ power isn’t a final
solution to present tensions.
He said the Judeo-Christian
heritage concerns both man-toGod and man-to-man relationships. both of which conflict with
Communist ideals that an individual eXiSI S for service to the
Stilt C.
Mr White enrooraced the ac-

’As Africans
See Africa’:
i\4

MHrs.ubb

ard

Mrs. Margaret Carson Hubbard,
author, lecturer, rind former U.S.
vice consul to the Union of South
Africa. will talk on "As Africans
See Africa," tomorrow at 12:30
pan. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
A graduate of Vassar college,
Mrs. I lubbard has studied political,
social, and economic conditions
hroughout Africa since 1922. From
her travels, she has written three
hooks on the conditions in that
country, and has contributed numerous articles to leading newspapers and magazines.
In her talk here, Mrs. Hubbard
Is expected to investigate the needs
of Africa as a rising country and
what the people of Africa think of
their country’s future.
Mrs. Hubbard’s lecture is sponsored by the college lecture committee. There will he no admission
charge,

ceptance of individual responsibilities as citizens to act in political affairs.
SHEEHAN SPEAKS
Mark Sheehan, instructor in
English, spoke against America’s
militaristic solution to problems.
Although he expressed skepticism concerning success of the
Geneva conference because of
President Kennedy’s announcement of the resumption of nuclear
testing in the air, Sheehan was
in favor of international conferences at any level.
"Americans must learn to accept small agreements as victories, even when large scale
agreements fail," he said,

Transportation problems in
Santa Clara county will be discussed tomorrow when Wesley L.
Hubbard, local businessman and
former Santa Clara county supervisor, delivers his speech, "Methods of Transportation for Santa
Clara County," in E118 at 4:30 p.m.
Hubbard has long been active in
highway development and other
transportation needs of Santa Clara
county.

Republican Foes
To Present Views

not an easy chore. The situation
must be thought over and several
plans must be considered," he said.
NOT MAJOR LINK
The mayor does not believe that
Seventh st. is a major street connecting one end of town with the
freeway area. He said that Fourth
at. and 10th at. are currently the
main connecting streets.
"I have surveyed the situation
myself and, in the majority of
cases, cars and trucks get off Seventh st. before they reach the
...impus area between William and
San Fernando," Mayor Moore declared.
Two plans were given by the
mayor, one temporary, to be
available immediately, and the
other permanent, to develop in
about two years.

area," he said
"I cannot sec OW 111.4111 14 ruining good agricultural land and putting some 26,000 workers in the
area out of work to build these
housing districts," he asserted.
There would be other land availTEMPORARY PLAN
able that is not serving any disThe temporary plan suggested
tinct purpose, according to Sweet. by the mayor would be a simple
Other goals of the Negro attor- but efficient one. "It would be
ney are to establish an ordinance very simple to close the street
prohibiting discrimination in hous- during the rush hours at the coling, and employment of a full-time lege. If we closed off the area
human relations director to solve between 7 am, and the early evecity-wide discrimination problems.1 ning hours and then opened the
Sweet also made it clear that street at night and on the weeksomething must be done about ends it would settle the problem
bringing the consumer public back on a temporary basis," he stipuinto the city and away from the lated.
outlying shopping centers.
Mayor Moore’s permanent plan
would be an elaborate one. He
suggested to depress the street,
allowing students to use an over!pass and cars to go underneath.
"This plan would also reduct
the noise of passing trucks as
There will be a touch of Blarney they would be forced to take other
and some wearing of the green at routes because of the low clear"Flannigan’s Fling," this week’s ance of the underpass." he added.
Co-Rec activity. The Irish event
WIDEN STREETS
will roll into action at 7:30 p.m.
The mayor said that Fourth at.
and will be. held in the women’s and 10th st. must also be widgym.
ened in order to handle the inThe Jesters, a rock and roll creasing traffic from the closing
group, will furnish the music for of Seventh st., and from the cars
the "Fling." A twist contest will traveling to and from SJS new
offer prizes to the winners.
off-campus parking facilities,
Games such as volleyball, shuf- which should be finished next fall.
fleboard, ping pang and quiet
The mayor said that he should
games will be offered.
know more about the problem
Students are reminded to wear next week after a group of counclothing which contains some cilmen, representing the city, and
green, and have student body cards college officials meet Monday
afternoon.
for identification at the door,

Co-Rec Features
Irish Fling Tonight

Al Alves and Charles S. Bower,
each seeking the Republican candidacy in the new 25th assembly
district, will present their views
to SJS Young Republicans club
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in
members
Today is Ow last day to drop
cafeteria room A.
classes without penalty. Forms
Bower, a maintenance contracnecessary to drop classes, availtor, described his political philosoSanta Clara university and SJS
able at the registrar’s office,
phy as "very conservative." Alves, ASH officers signed a "peace pact"
must be turned in to that office
his opponent in the primaries, is a at last Saturday’s annual student
today,
salesman.
used
relations dinner, promising further
relations and development of the
rivalry between the two colleges.
Santa Clara Student Body Vice
Pres. John Grippy, SJS Dean of
Students Stanley C. Benz and ASB
Pres. Brent Davis earlier spoke to
THREAT
REDS ( rsIFINUE BERLIN AIR
the group. The dinner was held at
BERLIN (UPI) The Russians again tried to jam Western radar Lou’s Village on W. San Carlos at,
yesterday and attempted to interfere with traffic in the Berlin air
The student relations agreement
lanes by scheduling flights to conflict with those of Western aircraft. calls for ASH presidents of both
Western planes also braved possible collisions, for the Russians again colleges to meet at the beginning of
same each semester and on other special
ry transport flights in the air lanes at the se
eheduled military
time and altitude as Western commercial airliners carrying passen- occasions to establish a working
gers. The Russians followed up yesterday’s harassment by scheduling relationship.
flights at night in the corridors for the first time. However, Western
Joint social functions should be
officials said there were no incidents and Western air traffic was held "as often as possible, prefernormal.
USSR STIFFENS STAND IN GENEVA
Summer
GENEVA tUPD---Secretary of State Dean Rusk and Soviet For- I
eign Minister Andrei Grornyko conferred again yesterday for more
than three hours, amid signs that Russia is stiffening its stand on
Berlin. Brusque and unsmiling. Gromyko told newsmen that Russia’s
Applications for registration ilerproposal for a settlement. based on a German peace treaty would
be better than an isolated agreement on Berlin. His emphasis on mits for the 1962 summer sessions
this point appeared to foreshadow Soviet efforts to push a new cam- will not be available until tomorpaign for a broad settlement recognizing the sovereignty of Com- row.
Students who wish to attend the
munist East Germany.
summer program are requested to
JFK ASKS FOR FOREIGN AID BOOST
fill out applications beginning toWASHINGTON (UPD- -President Kennedy’s foreign aid mes- morrow in Adm144, according to
sage to Congress has boosted total spending in this field to a total Joe West, dean of education serv$4,878,500,000 for the fiscal year starting July 1. This includes $1.5 ices and summer sessions.
The registration permit indicates
billion in military aid and $3.4 billion in economic assistance. It was
nearly $1 billion more than Congress voted for the current fiscal year. the hour at which the student may
Kennedy said the full amount was necessary to help developing register on June 25. Although it is
countries toward economic well-being and political liberty. If this possible to register without a perfails, the countries will fall to chaos and tyranny which US. military mit, students with permits will be
allowed to register first for classes.
might will not he able to thwart, he said.

Drop Deadline

an t a Clara 1Jnifersity,
s js
gree on Peace Pact

world wire

Permits
Ready Tomorrow

ably at least once a year," according to the pact.
Exchange rallies during the week
preceding the first major athletic
encounter for each college are also
recommended. An emphasis will be
placed on a positive expression of
the SJS-SCU rivalry.
The Santa Clara university-SJS
pact also contains an enforcement
clause. This calls for the student
government of the offending college to assume financial responsibility for minor defacement or destruction of the other’s campus,
provided the charges be pros-en.

Upperclass Reps
Must File by Noon
Appli..ittions for ’au,: tii s,iiior representatives on Student
Council are due in the College Union, 315 S. Ninth st., at noon today,
according to ASH Personnel Officer Barney Goldstein.
linterviews for the positions will
he conducted at the regular council
meeting this afternoon at 2:30 in
the union.
Applicants for either position
must he in clear standing with a
2.25 overall grade point average.
Junior applicants must have at
least 60 but leas than 90 units completed: seniors must have at least
90 units.
Photographs of applicants must
accompany each application. Goldstein added.
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Editorial

Who Profits?
TASC, campus organization which announced plans for a
revitalized program this semester, has come .out with the stand
that the $SW a semester the Spartan bookstore spends for advertising in the Spartan Daily is an excessive amount.
The club president stated Monday that he felt the bookstore
was making too much profit and that students would be happier
with lower prices and a lower advertising expenditure.
There are five points, however, which may change the stand
o fthe organization toward the bookstore profits.
COMPETITION
First, the college bookstore is presently competing with two
other bookstores for the college trade. If it were to decrease its
prices, the other stores would be put out of business. In such a
case, the college would be setting up its own community, completely independent of the city. Relations between the city and
college would inevitably deteriorate. Also, according to Barry
Wineroth, bookstore manager. some publishers would refuse to
sell to the store if it sold below suggested prices.
Second. the Spartan bookstore needs the advertising to cornpete with the off-campus stores.
Third, the Spartan Daily needs the advertising revenue. The
Daily is financed by student body subsidies and advertising. If
the bookstore were to discontinue advertising in the Daily, an
additional $500 per semester would have to be allocated out of
the Student Council budget to maintain the paper at its present
size. By receiving the $500 from the bookstore instead of the
Student Council, the paper is able to benefit the store through
advertising.
Fourth, the $500 is used to train students. Several merchan, dising classes use the advertising as an experiment in promotion.
As classroom projects, students create advertisements for the
store and arrange for their publication. Thus the bookstore’s
advertising serves in a training capacity.
STUDENT UNION?
Fifth, profits made from the bookstore will go toward an
- addition to the store and toward a college union. To decrease
such profits would delay these projects.
Perhaps the organization can come up with another method
to insure pleasant city-community relations after forcing two
z nearby stores out of business, to notify students when print sales
are being held or specials offered in the bookstore, to award the
Daily an additional $500 per semester without taking it from the
Student Council budget, to furnish students with a laboratory
in laving out and publishing advertising and to save money for
book -tore addition and the college union.

GOLF RATES

rSJSPECL1L
To

S FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

$1.00

SATURDAY, SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
FROM I I A.M. to I P.M.
. 2.00
1,10
AFTER 2 P.M. _ . ... _ ..
1.00

PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
SOUTH WHITE ROAD

NEAR STORY ROAD

a41.1981111/9111111.1111111/111/110.11111/9~...1.111/11411111111194111118111111111.1111111891111/0"10

ENTER THE SPARTAN DAILY
NEED-A-NAME CONTEST
The Spartan Daily’s new color edition is just around the corner.
It will be here on April 4th. There is only one minor detail . .
it doesn’t have a name! That’s where you come in. The Spartan
Daily wants your help in selecting a name for its color magazine
section. Not just any name mind you, but a clever, original, hardhitting, colorful name

Agriculture A Symbol
Of Communist Failure
By PHIL NEAVSOM
CPI Foreign News Analyst
If any one department were to
be selected as a symbol of Cornmunist failure, then agriculture
would have to be a foremost
candidate.
Agriculture shortcomings in
the Soviet Union have preoccupied Nikita Khrushchev since
last November.
In the Soviet Union, private
enterprise among the peasants
continues to confound the economic planners by producing the
bulk of Soviet eggs, milk, poultry and a large proportion of
its meat supply.
Totally collectivized East Germany, once the leader of the
whole of Germany, cannot produce enough to feed itself. Poland’s farmers, enjoying more
latitude than most within the
Communist empire, have demonstrated indisputably that they
value private ownership of a
horse above communal partnership in a tractor.
Hungary, once a food exporting nation, is in just as bad agricultural shape as East Germany.
RED CHINA AFFECTED
In 1958, as part of the "great
leap forward," Red China began
jamming 500 million people into
10,000 giant communes. Private
enterprise, as well as family
life, was to disappear in an overnight lunge toward the perfect

Communist state.
Even as dedicated a Communist as Ithrushchev ridiculed the
idea, and thus, perhaps for the
first time, disclosed the now
widely advertised rift with Red
Chinese Leader Mao Tse-tung.
But even the determined Chinese have been forced to make
accommodations.
The communes have not been
abandoned, nor are they likely
to be during the lifetime of Mao.
But the old backward steel
furnaces and other home industries which were to provide the
communes with much of their
own equipment, long since have
disappeared.
FACILITIES CLOSED
More recently, many communal dining halls, nurseries and
other facilities have been closed
or used only part of the time.
A Swiss professor who visited
Red China in 1961, wrote:
"The party’s instructions . . .
encourage rural fairs where the
peasants sell the product of their
individual work vegetables.
fruits, poultry, eggs, sometimes
a pig, more rarely, a cow."
Not for the world would the
Communists consider this a concession to capitalism. Instead it
is an "adjustment" to bring
"into still fuller play the enthusiasm of the commune members
in production" and "mobilize the
whole party and the whole nation to support agriculture."

Sparta-co-Roundi
By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
PINNINGS
Maggie Garland, senior Sigma Kappa business education major
from Delano, to David Munson, senior Theta Xi business industrial
management major from West Covina.
Mary Bates, senior elementary education major from Sherman
Oaks, to Frank Tiesen, senior Delta Sigma Phi political science
major from Hawthorne.
ENGAGEMENTS
Gretchen Ecker, Delta Gamma junior sociology major from
Saratoga, to Gil Zaballos, Delta Sigma Phi alum and 1961 SJS
graduate from Hayward. The couple are planning a September
wedding.
Joan Reconzone, senior Gamma Phi Beta elementary education
major from Yerington. Nevada, to Rich Harried, from Benecia and
now stationed at McClellan Air Force base.
Betty Bowman, senior elementary education major from Bakersfield and sister of Gamma Phi Beta, to Bob Stone, senior industrial
design major from Culver City and brother of Phi Sigma Kappa.
The wedding will be this summer.
MARRIAGES
Carolyn Ruth Ellingson, senior SJS education major and a
sister of Chi Omega from Caldwell, Idaho, to Herbert E. Petersen,
also from Idaho. The couple are now living in Palo Alto.
Barbara Jones, sophomore biological science major from Pacific
Palisades, to Robert Giubbini, Sigma Pi sophomore major from
Atherton.
SIGMA PI
Spring office holders at the fraternity are Bob Downer, president; Daryl Hosick, vice president; Kevin McCoy, secretary; Tom
Heihnann, alumni representative; Bill Galbraith, social director;
Jim Giussi, publicity; Brian McCoy, athletic chairman; and Torn
Heilmann, pledge captain.

Sound interesting? Join the Needa-Name contest. Here’s how:
CONTEST DATE:
HOW TO ENTER:

WHO CAN ENTER:

Did You Say Typewriters?

March 12 through 22 (inclusive/
Clip the entry blank below and fill it
out completely, then drop it in the
COLOR CONTEST BOX IN THE SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE.
All S.J.S. student body members, except
Spartan Daily staff members.
All faculty members, except Journalism
and Advertising faculty.
All employees of S.J.S.

NAME LIMITATION:

The winning names will be selected on
the basis of originality and how they fit
in with the names of other S.J.S. publi
cations such as: La Torre, Lyke, Spartan
Daily, etc.

CONTEST JUDGES:

Mr. Alvin Long, President of Long Advertising Inc. San Jose advertising agency
Mr. Robert Hickey, Sunday Editor, San
Jose MercuryNews.
Mr Brent Davis. President, ASS, San
Jose State.

PRIZES:

$50.00 First Prize
t25.00 Second Prize
510 00 Third Prize

WINNERS:

Winners’ names will be published in the
Spartan Daily on the date of the Color
Edition. April 4th.

r
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We’ve got ’em!

"We’re next to Cal Book"
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Visit Our
Lariat Room

My Name for the Spartan Daily
Color Magazine Section Is:
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And that
ain’t no
hull!
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be embarrassed, if their loyalties are questioned.
This obviously unwarranted
attack on patriotism proves conclusively this college is utterly
subverted by the sinister Communist menace.
Only a revival of witch burning can save us. If 200 liberals
daily are burned at the stake
in the Inner Quad, our constitutional republic may yet be saved.
In the meantime, I suggest
SAC and ROTC volunteers form
an elite guard of red, white and
blue shirts to protect patriots
from "harrassment," "embarrassment" and investigations.
BID Cole
ASB 11448

Writer Suggests
Printing of Speech
Editor:
Carrnick’s
I believe that
talk to the AAUP qualifies as
tragedy in the Aristotlean meaning of the term. I say this because it evoked in me a catharsis of pity and fear. Pity,
because in Rear Adm. E. S. Carmick (ret.), I saw the spectacle
of an intelligent use noble)
man who has been exposed to
31 years of war, rumors of war
and military Indoctrination.
Fear, because, to paraphase Mr.
Carmick: "I stood in the cafeteria and watched the embryonic ideal of academic freedom
at SJS bombed; and when I
left the room, I knew fear. I
have been afraid ever since."
May I suggest that Mr. Carmick’s speech be printed in full
for the elucidation of my fellow
students. Better still, may I suggest that Mr. Carmick relinquish his post as a critic of the
abuses of academic freedom and
American college level education to someone such as Admiral
Rickover,
John Hart
ASH 943

Student Comments
On Weik’s Letter
Editor:
Mr. Bill Weik’s comments yesterday seemed to me to indicate a person thrusting blindly
In the darkhoping to hit upon
something so that he can proceed to destroy it. His fuzzy
thinking leads him to unwittingly (I hope) question Mark Sheehan’s loyalty to this country because his remarks are such a
contrast to his description of
Professor Carmick who is "a
dedicated, loyal American who
has served most of his life in
service to his country."
Mr. Weik should open his eyes
and see that by being vicious
he will never accomplish that
noble deed for the daythat of
defending Professor Carmick’s
honor,
S. Padilla
ASH A6757

’Burning of Liberals
May Save Republic’
Editor:
Prof. Edward Carmick spoke
before his peers last Friday. The
audience was hostile, the grilling questioning showed that.
This is only the latest in a
series of uncalled for indignities heaped upon the retired
rear admiral. Professor Carmick
has been investigated by a faculty council, "publicly embarrassed" by his peers and "harassed" by the college newspaper.
Some "comsyrnps" on campus
(that’s Birchese for Communist
sympathizer) were heard to
mutter that the HCUA has done
more damage than any faculty
council and raise questions to
the effect one’s peers can also

Spartanadly

New, used and rental machines
Fully guaranteed
Free parking and delivery
Special student rates
124 E. San Fernando
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Argentine Student
Discovers ’Complex’
Editor:
I would like to add a few logs
to the fire in the argument of
liberals vs. conservatives.
I am a foreign student and
thought you could include an
outsider’s opinion into the matter.
I came to this country expecting to find ardent defenders of
the American way of life, goals
and history. Individualism and
free enterprise are a great part
of the image of the US, that we
have abroad. I also thought that
I was going to find reinforcement for my arguments against
anti-Americans with their cliches of imperialists, exploiters,
etc. Instead, I found myself in
many instances defending American traditions, systems and
goals against Americans themselves.
I had a class in political science for foreign students taught
by an instructor in whom I have
very high esteem. I learned a lot
from his lectures and it was a
very interesting and profitable
semester although being an engineering major, my strong interests are not in the field of
the social sciences. This instructor, I am sure, believes in his
country as strongly as Professor Carmick, but I was left with
the impression that he did not
defend it accordingly lest he
hurt the feelings of some antiAmerican foreign student.
I believe this to be the wrong
attitude since such a foreign
student will not appreciate his
Impartiality but instead will
think: "If Americans themselves
are not sure of their beliefs and

attitudes, the other side
must
be right."
I found a "national
guilt
plex" developing in this com,
country
that, if we look back in
history
has little reason to esrizt.
haps Americans are listeningPerto
too many of Nikita’s
remarks
that we are all "bad boys"
akt
they are starting to believe
hint
Manuel Tanuira
ASH 9559
Foreign student from Argerably

Denominator Noted
In ’Ten Criteria’
Editor:
It is interesting to note that
the 10 criteria subscribed
to by
Professor Carmick and his
"Students Against
Communism’.
have a common denominator
fear of criticism and the right
to criticize.
Are we to cling blindly to
the
status quo, Professor Carsick.
Or are we to simply ignore
the
importance of a critical approach,
whether construtive or destructive. You have negated the el’.
fectiveness of the questioning at.
titude. Perhaps you have another means of maintaining the
flexibility of a free society in
mind.
If such be the case, Professor
Carmick, feel confident that the
students and the faculty alike
would be happy to give careful
consideration to your suggestions; this is providing, of course,
you do not insist upon impinging
upon the rights of free examssion and opinion. The same
rights which have been extended
to you.
.11II D. Wechsler
ASS A8228

266 S. First St.
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FIRST IMMANUEL
LUTHERAN CHURCH
374 South Third Street
LENTEN SERVICES
Each Wednesday, 6,45 & 8:00

Ii

pm.
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Meditations on:
THE SEVEN WORDS OF CHRIST
FROM THE CROSS
By The Rev. A. J. Bromine.
Tonight:
The Socotra Word from the Croix:
"Verily I say unto thee, Today shalt
thou be with Me in Paradise."

Ar

Worship the Savior who has
redeemed you!

’.5105401wWwWiisolioWwWw".", Worlit5141445,We’reWs054954100450’N
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CAMPUS CULTURE
IS IT PHONY?
Hear:
Dr. Murray Kiteley, Asst. Prof. of Philosophy
Phoebe Moraes, English Major, D.G. Sorority
Harry Worsey, Grad Student, Lockheed Technical Writer
Tom Morehouse, Menlo Park College

0

Time:
Wednesday site, 7:30 p.m. Panel Discussion
7:00 p.m. Vespers
Place:

s

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER, 300 South Tenth
Continuing a series on "the world looks at itself": this week an
examination of what faculty and students say about campus
culture.

Sponsored by: United Campus Christian Ministry, CV 8-0204

+WM

THE NATION’S LEADING
GROWTH BANK

emu
Min

Challenging Assignments
Accelerated Training
Excellent Salaries

Apply

Coast Radio

SI

Interviews, March 29, 1962
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Contralto’s Audience
Concern
Springs Surprise

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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her betray t’arlos.
Miss Anderson’s nostalgic renditions of four English ballads
went over somewhat better with
her audience. Typical of the ballads were Scott’s "Lullaby" and
"The Ploughboy." arranged by
Benjamin Britten.
The contralto’s Negro spirituals, a traditional part of her
program, aroused the audience’s
enthusiasm and brought off its
surprise ending.

es, II"
Aft, singing it rtverteurt of
spngs ranging from classics to
and Negro spirEnglish ballads
Anderitual, contralto Markin
surprise from her
son received a
in civic audisadience last night
liked her after all!
torium: It
although the small audience
reparlasea
gave Miss Anderson
throughout
a polite applause
the program. it became enthuencore. It was
siastic during the
didn’t want
as if the audience
In let her go.
encore reBut the audience’s
sponse was not. so surprising
considering that Miss Anderson’s
encore songs were among the
best on her program.
The matronly Miss Anderson
sang nine great classics for the
of her five gilt three sections
part program. At first, her famous voice seemed to lack its
power and force. However, it
scon picked up as she gave out
soul the clear, high notes for
utich she is well known.
Perhaps one thing to Miss Anderson’s disadvantage was the
absence of a full orchestra. despite the fine playing of pianist
Franz Rupp.
This was especially noticeable
when she sang Brahms’ "Von
edger Liebe" and "0 Don Fatale." from Giuseppe Verdi’s
opera "Dan Carlos."
"0 Don Fatale" was one of
die more favorably received
songs which the statuesque contralto sang. It is an aria from
the scene in "Don Carlos" where
the Princess I:boll bewails her
own beauty and vanity which

After singing -Done Foun’
My Lost Sheep." "Hold On" and
"Hear de Lambs A-Cryin," Miss
9E
sM
’S
1-01,3
Anderson was rewarded with
more than heretofore "polite"
audience response she had received.
The singer In turn rewarded
her listeners with three encores,
which turned out to be among
the best songs ton her program.
Her "There’s No Ilidin’ Down
There" was funny and her version of "Maria" beautiful. But
Miss Anderson’s "He’s Got the
Whole World in His Hands" was
touching.
Despite the fact that the
great contralto’s program last
night picked up to reach a terrife ending, it must be admitted that she has seen better
days.

Child Care
NEW YORK till -The third
year of an intensive program for
the training of nurses in leadership of expectant parent groups
recently was launched by the Child
Study Association.
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OPENING MARCH 16
The Civic Playhouse
presents

THE GLASS
MENAGERIE

(

BY
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

Fridays Only
Students 1 2 Price
Friday & Saturday. 8:30 P

136 W. SAN CARLOS
For Reservations call
CY 4-2247 CY 5-0888

4-4 MM$Tili,’
THE FOLKSINGING GROUP

THE NOBLEMEN

gearmmo

Costly Protection
iltK I UPI) --Protection
of American forests from fires
cost more than %104 million tax
money in the year ended June 30,
1960 in addition to sums expended by timber companies.
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A Cappello Choir Gives
Outstanding Performance
It 11111 C 11,11.1.Itt:ht.
A standing room only crowd
and prolonged ovation were last
night’s rewards of San Jose
State’s a cappella choir performance tinder the able direction of
William Erlendson, professor of
music.
Assets of the group are the
qualities of vigor and emotion.
Concert hall was nearly bursting with the powerful tones of
the choir. Professor Erlendson
seemed to have an uncanny control of the students before him
and the massed faces aptly followed his expert direction.
"Stahel Mater," a sixteenth
century choral work and the
featured number on the concert
program, reflected a smooth
blending of tone levels and a
subtle shifting of dynamics.
Throughout the performance,
the facial expressions of choir
members radiated the musical
mood.
The somberness of "Stabat
Mater and "0 Was Cannes" by
Vittoria and the uncontained joy
of "Hace Dies" by Byrd and "Ascendit DUPS.. by Gallas was emphasized by the choir’s expression.

Following the several religiou.,
selections, the colorful (Thor alters marched on stage for then
"round the table" songfest. Thr
contrasting dark suits of the men
and the bright red floor-length
gowns of the women contributos1
to the light, relaxed feeling ni
their music,

umi-imm mom mom me mil. mimm me mom

Grand Opening!

Professor
seatPI
Eritildsn*
svith elbows firmly
planted on (hi
table, cut a "busman’s holiday’
figure while he directed the lively group.

Spaghetti 6c Meat Balls I

With rapid trongueing root
strong voices, the Choraliers
were able to crisply sing thi
wordy musical texts.
The enraptured feeling of 1h.
audience was most exemplifito
in its reaction to the encore oit
"Our Beautiful Saviour" with
soloist Jennifer Chase, Vigorous
applause answered the ringing
tones that seemed to reach beyond the auditorium walls.

39 ,

476
South
10th
Street
II
I

Paintings and drawings by a
musician turned artist will be
exhibited in the SJS Art. Gallery
Irons Sunday to April 6.
Los Angeles artist Shirt Goedike, who was a recording artist
for Colombia until 1958, will exhibit his dramatic expressionistic work for the Art department’s second show this semester..
Goedike’s work is accredited
as being unusually eommunicafive even in the non-objective
field, The art ist’s paintings
range from Nokoschka-like to
abstract and non-realistic. Kukoschka is an abstract-expresionist artist who painted around
the World War I period. His
work is romantic, violent and
dramatic. It was representative
of Kokoschka to exaggerate his
subjects to make them more expressive.
Very restrained low-key colors
are typical of those Goedike
I/SVs. These atc pale, dark colors
which approach the pastel and
earthy colors. They are less intense than the primary eiiior,

The forme, liii iSICTLi ii achieves
a dramatic effect in his paintings through his use of subtle
colors and his attempt to fuse
the spontaneity of modern art
with figurative elements.
Goedike has had numerous
one-man shows, including exhibitions at San Francisco’s
Palace Legion of Honor. Los
Angeles’ Esther Robles museum
and the Pasadena Art museum.
The unusual artist has also
been represented in shows at the
Corcoran Gallery of Art in
Washington D.C., University of
Illinois and the Whittney museum of American Art.
A profession recording musician from 1946-58, Goedike began four years of study at the
Art Center school in Los Angeles in 1950.
The Art Gallery is open weekdays front 9 a.m.-4 p.m. and
Sundays from 1:15-5 p.m. It is
located on the ground floor corner of the Art building across
from the
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American industry wastes $40 billion each year on employes who
miss working days or who change
jobs. according to Dr. Frederick
.1. Gaudet of the Stevens Institute
of Technology. This is roughly
12 per cent of the total annual
lousiness and industry payrnll nt
Mori. NI iiS’
billion.
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-,,ant professor of art.
A,.
Some ,A the prints were done by
students of beginning print
making classes and others by
graduate students in advanced
special problems classes
Wuudeuts ur blork prints in
the exhibit are the work of students In the print making class
of Thomas Elsner, assistant profemur of art.
Ranging in subject matter
from the abstract to the more
illustrative, the woodcuts were
made by graduate students as
special problems projects and by
upper division students.
- - - -

Serir,Taphs and w o odc u I s
down by students in the. Art
department will be exhibited in
the Little Gallery, A114,
throughout next week. The exhibit opens today.
The serigraphs, or fine arts
silk screen prints, are the v..ork
.-tudents of Kenneth W.

ESTER SJS Art Gallery To Exhibit Paintings

DRIVE- N

ONE OF THE TOP 10
FOREIGN FILMS OF 1961
VAIIVENTURA

Some of the problems which
aging people face in adjusting to
a new life in a rapidly changing
society are illuminated in Enid
Bagnold’s "The Chalk Garden."
Dr. Paul W. Davee, associate
professor of drama and director
of the upcoming SJS production
of the play, yesterday told a
small group of students.
Although Mrs. Bagnold’s play
is essentially a comedy, its primary concern is with an aging
English woman’s fight with herself to hang onto the past.
"The Chalk Garden" is a phychological comedy with a "set of
rather fascinating character relationships," according to Dr.
Davee. In fact, the play’s characters are responsible for Dr.
Davee’s main interest in it.
The English comedy will be
produced by the Speech and
Drama department Friday and
Saturday and March 21, 72, 2:1
and 24 in the College Theater,
Fifth and San Feranando sts.
Tickets to all performances
are still available at the College
Theater box office. Admission is
50 cents students and $1 general.
A touch of mystery is added
to Mrs. Bagnold’s play by the
unfolding of the mysterious
background of a governess hired
without references by the aging
English gentlewoman.
But comedy comes from all
sides. The 16-year-old granddaughter of the woman is the
source of much humor with her
passion for bonfires and her insistance upon calling Freud’s
book "the book that explains
about me."
The unseen Mr. Pinkbell, a
long-employed butler who rules
over the household though confined to the upstairs by a stroke,
provides his share of the
comedy.
Some of the humor in "The
Chalk Garden" may be colloquial to Britain but should be
easy for most people to pick up,
Dr. Davee said.
The relation of the title to the
play is largely symbolic. The
idea that Laurel, the 16-yearold, is being brought tip in an
unhealthy situation is symbolized by the fact that plants do
not grow and thrive in earth
which contains lime, or ehalk.
said Dr. Davee.

_
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Little Gallery Exhibit
Features Student Art
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Tennis Team Faces
Santa Barbara Today
bet t,!.
Jo-,.. dal Jest
S.oik J..sa, stale temus team
takes in the University of Santa lie lost to Mike Farrell. Hoog,s’
Flat bare tat squad today tit 2 doubles mate in the NorCal tourp.m. on the Spartan tennis courts, ney 6.4. 6.3.
IlLis.; Wright was beaten by
following a 9-0 whipping by the
!siae.t.il California Bears yitei- ole Scott. finalist against 11,xigs
in the tournament. by a 6-2 6-2
10 it itorizeley.
Tile Cid teiun, led by its No. 1 . score.
brewed 0, the’
1101) Adam: I, at to Barry Be
man. Bill
8-6.
kin. after a good fight
Sic:or>. in most matehes.

Ineligibilities Hit

MAWR IfA&U1 PREVIEW Frat Net Teams
loNN 1ENy
Eciltor’s Not*: This is fhe second
a coriet of rfIcliss predIctIng the outcoso of the 1942 major bisque baseball ,.son.
Youth is the big stumbling blos’k
at the future of tne Boston Red
Sox. As its youngsters go so will
the team go.

ymisis for the same re:Lson.
Its 1011N CHAPMAN
The Sheiks beat the iambi..
Fraternity athletic representatives yeteritay voted for seven 6.1-43. Jim Zimmerman was high
second. houses guilty of eligibility infrac- man tor all play Monday night
whether he plays
tions in IFC basketball to take with 13 points. Norm Steinbach
Gary 1;e1ger (.232, will take
forfeits: in the games in which gut Di for the Sheiks.
the right field post because of
Oden beat the Allen Hailers.
they were committed, but to be
the lack CO. good outfielders.
Joe Murray scored 16 points
allowed to continue play.
%VITA Jackie Jensen retired it
With a two thirds vote needed for Oden and Harlan Lawson gut
will be up to I.11 Clinton (.293
for the teams at fault to save to for Allen.
with Seattle I to take I he t enter
APO dust:lest the 69ets. 44-26.
their games. the lathe repre,entafield spot.
’ruin Borland 8-6 oh Seattle.. tives present voted lie against Ruhin Wainwright War: high for
Gene Conley 11-141, Ike Deloek and four in (as or of calling Own: the victors with 10 points.

Last year four rookies came
!inisigh tor the Sox. Pitcher Don
was American IA-ague
S,hwall
.6 -tit. Ted Vills i3 -2t. Billy :Mofi;ordoit strouil. being San Jose’s
Bob Burton want ihavn before
15
fie won
r,sikie-of-the-ye.ii.
3-111. and Mike Fornieles
6-2.
fett
N. I man lout the job of facing Rick Jordan, 6-2,
Sox
games for the sixth place Red
II,,. Nia-Cal ch.o,!!!.,!: HOOgi. He
fraternity even though starting the season
play.
In
doubles
t’-2. 6-1.
’
went doss It It.
brothers Junta and Judah fell to
Lee Junta.
Spit 1. s Ni,
ast riemski %VISA asked
( ail
1Ve1les attet Baskin. 6-3. 7-5
. "1 Until \Vents: and lost 6-3. 6-2.
s et. the leftfirld position left
beaten
were
Burton
and
Stroud
for
Mall
’’
%.teant by the retirement of Ted
by Manzi: iind Farrell. 6-1. 7-5.
Williams. While he didn’t, and
itr,tbably visiet. take Willkun.’
Double Edge Razor Blades
Wright and .1dam-: I, at to Scott
place. he did has,- a fine rookie
and Jordon, 6-4, 7-5.
nes. S..irg;cal Steel honed ;n od.
sear and a .266 batting average.
rn0004 back guarantee. 25-304.
today.
30.
1000match
Following their
130,85c 200-Si 50 SOO-S3
Sigeond baseman Chuck Schill$5.15. Postpa;c1 (ladled S blades to
the Spartans begin preparation ing came through far more adpackage 20 pckages to carton
for their match with St. Mary’s equately than the management
C 0 D. orders accepted. Postcard
at Moraga. March 21. Two days could hope for, He set a new
bengs ge,eral nserchandise cote.
alter that, they take on the Uni- American league record for fewest
log.
0
Wise
TAYLOR PRODUCTS CO.
versity of San Francisco. at San errors by a second baseman 18 ii:
Oice-ocik Rd., Chatham. N..1.
854 chances’.
L
The fourth member of the Sox
jouth movement to come through
is Tracy Stallard 12-7. although
will probably. be remembered
the pitcher that gave up the
casaisit
ii 1st homeriui to Roger Marl-..
PETE RUNNELS
Stallard came on well at the end
. . . Red Sox clouter
Sox.
Red
for
the
the
year
of
IN
Four more rookies are in
camp who could make another ’ .9-61 will tight for spots on the
banner year for the youth move- I pitching staff with Hal Kolstad
ment. The So% are high on: Bob j ,11-8 with Seattle) and Dill Mon-1
Tillman, catcher: Wilbur Wood. I bouquette 114-141.
.242,
Catchers Jim Pagliaroni
Representatives of the State of California will be on campitcher: Rub tisdndom first b.ise,
and Russ Nixon .289 m will try to
and Dalton Jones. shortstop.
pus Tuesday. March 20. 1962 to interview 1962 candidates
Still hunting fur a shortstop. hold off rookie Bob Tillman 1.215
tor graduation in Civil Engineering. Employment opporwith Seattle). a fine fielder.
Red Sox will try Ed Bressoud
!he
’,.inities exist in the following fields:
PREDICTION: -Eighth place ,
! 211’ and Pumpsie Green i 260’. Next: Los Angeles Angels.
Third base goes to Frank Mal BRIDGE ENGINEERING - Design and field work on
zone t.266 I without a fight. Big
oridges. Employment in S.F. Bay Area.
Frank has been a consistent periDivision of San Francisco Bay Toll Cross ngs and Bridge
former for the Sox and could be,
Finance division has annour.,
Dept.)
all-star selection again this year. that the January check for Kori

1

SE NIORS

CIVIL ENGINEERING

torfeits.
Theta Chi. whieh had five
wins and one be.. going Into the
meeting. took three forfeits as
a result of the 5 ml lug.
Delta Upsilon profited by the
outcome, getting a loss annulled
by a forfeit, and at the meeting’s
adjournment owning a fise win.
no loss record.
Phi Sigma Kappa and Pi Kar;i
Alpha kept their respectie t;
and 5-1 records.
The failure of representatives
sign men on their team rust",
was the cause of the itteligihilul
according to Intramorals Direct,
Dan Unruh. During the IF(’ fis’.
ball season the problem of inet.
tile men also hampered the ft
ternity league. It was Unruh a:,
the fraternity’s intension llut
have the problem reoccur.
ain looking to the next
year. I don’t want to see this
happen again. I didn’t think it
would happen after the football
seamin." Unruh explained.
The director said that next year
with overall competition for tni
best all round athletic Orra
ion in effect, more aork
rNuired Dorn all represent.......
In independent basketball act....
Monday night, Lad Manor ard
House Fte forfeited their
because they were both us,:,.
eligible men.

;Department of Water Resources)

HIGHWAY

ENGINEERING -Design and field

engineer -

:0g in the State freeway program. Employment Statewide.
of Fl:ghwaysl

Make interview

hit xeterans and FL 634 depend"!
, will be combined with the F.
ruary check. It will he ma:
around March 20.
Veterans must hae turned ..
K.V. study cards for the spring
WithSacto State
scrnestrr. and signed for the’
rian Jose States baseball team month of February. according to
elcomes Sacramento state for a the Registrar’s office.
.’!le-header at Municipal slam:, at 5 p.m. tomorrow.
. he freshman take on Irvington
DELRAY BFACII. Fla. ittPl.
n school in a single game today
:1:15 p.m. on the practice di - Marlene Bauer Hagge is an ite;mil adjacent to the Spartan eomplished ballet and acrobat ,,
its courts. They dropped their dancer in addition to being
the Stanford Frush of the leading golfers in the wi:!.
-,tier to
en’s professional ranks.
s-inslay, 5-3
Pete

Runnels

t.3171

will
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FROTC
..ROTC
Gimlets
X

.

=1

:

’entura
Rum Faintly!,
A.A.
Allen Halle!,
The Red float it
Lambda Delta Sigma beat the Cate!)
Beavers. 45-36. John Nieman got Independent s
15 for LDS.
C1.

AFROTC trounced AROTC, 35- Saints
15. with Jeff Haney high man for Lambda Delta Newman Niles ::1
the Air Force with 13 marks.
I;eavers
’The Saints remained unbeaten
A.P.O.
In winning on forfeit front the 5Iuuldies
Newman Niles.
6oer’s

CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTON

svarti
Regi
Fete
eigifi
Worr
lose
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lpeuirttevs
TYPEWRITERS RENTED

Et.

18

SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
St BOO rental. epp..es .o purchase
Of any mottling if you decide to L.,
-EASY PAYMENT PLAN -

1900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

VA January Checks

--01DRAULIC ENGINEERING -For work with growing
Caii;ornia Department of Wafer Resources. Employment
in Sacramento and Los Angeles.

Indepenclev
Standing;

24 S. SECOND ST.

CYpress 3-6383

Approved Apartments Still
Available for Men & Women
MODERN - UP TO DATE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
RENTS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET1

FREE 45 r.p.m. Records
with each Haircut
We’re open Mon. Strut Sot.

Commercial Barbershop
42 B. South 1st St., El Paso Court
Ants if desired. CY 3-82

485 So. Ninth St.
CY 7-8877

cpairlak

,

RENTAL Pefitee

SI

12

Versatile

arrangements at

the Placement

Office
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Our future is in the hands of men not yet hircd

Join the thousands who are saving money every day. Why wait 3 or 4 days for
your cleaning when you can do it yourself in your own individual machine in just
45 MINUTES? Professional instructor to help you.

B-W NORGE CO1N-OPERATED DRY CLEANERS
PRESSING WHILE YOU WAIT
Hours.
AMbs

MIN

481 E. Son Carlos

9 A.M. to 10 P.M. Every Day
’VW

"In the

heart of the living groups

’.
Electric we play a ital role in
.. ’ping nicet the emnplex needs 01 America’s
,..t communications networks And a career
at 5Vesterii Electric, the manufacturing arm of
the nation-wide Bell Telephone rri stem. offers
young men the exciting opportimIty to hi ip its
meet these important needs
Today. Western Electric equipmrnt reduces
I hnusa rids of miles to frac-tions M
.11,1S Es ell
so. %Lc knov, that ow present ii,mmitonetinin
is sterns ’s-ill be inadequate tomierou.. arid
e seeking *says to keep up with -end
pate - the future For Tristan, .
’A -’tern Electric engineers ere
r erica’s phases of solar cell ine:
inimatiinzation. data transmission. t ,r.
telephones. electmilic central iritir es .,

.omputer-controlled production
nim a few
To perfect the work no, ui p,

II jou feel that r
the op;
kr. rain-king with our compel:,
years, yen will be Western Eh,.
engineers

standards, consider

Challenging epperhonities exist now
electric ler elsKtrical, mechanical, industrial c
not engineers, as well as physical science
end aus.nus maws All qualified graphs.’
re,e careful consideration for emplormr’,morel to race creed, color Or notinal or 9 informer -an about Wsrern Electric, write C,
tio/1%, Western Electric Company, So
!headway. New York 39 New York ’
arong tor a Western Fleet, inter.
aties rifrt fLor.r? COOT.
college rept

ri ’mi-

.
launch many new corninaiacatiole
pTeleitm pen ednite
pr,*.l,,<, not set in
s’’tier-el rpielitsminehed
the mile:, ne 1;.1 11

c
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Johnson Will Run Against
Air Force; Studney Injured

st.11: I tN IDAILY-5

March 14. 1962

SJS Sends Group
To WRA Conference

the largest group of
-A,n at the Pacific Southwest
:. ’lona) Athletic and Recreational
:cration for College Women
:.ference last weekend was the
Women’s Recreation assn. of San
WA State,
The WRA, sponsored by the department of physical education

for women, had 24 members at the
conference held in Asilomar, Pacific Grove. A total of 329 women
atended, representing colleges and
universities throughout California.
Hawaii, Nevada and Arizona.
Adviser to the WRA is Miss
Curly Neal, assistant professor of
physical education, and P.S.R. adviser is Miss Leta Walter, associate professor of physical education.
POSITIVELY THE
GIANT HARRY EDWARDS gets off a shot as the Broncos
In addition to its high memberGene Shields (54) fries to block it. Other players involved in the
ship ranking, SJS was president
play are Santa Clara’s Barry Cristina (32) and the Spartans’
Dennis Bates (33). The Broncos won 61-46.
I school and thus, planned the conP" by Job "Pt"’
ference events of games, a banquet, discussion groups and guest
I speakers.
IN TOWN
I
Previously, only California rep()IL (:1 I.
resentatives attended the cord. , W
!..111 \I{
, ence, but this year other Paciiic
id \\iMam
southwest states were included.
The tinal buzzer has sounded for
Harry Edwards, the only center
San Jose State’s basketball team the Spartans had after the ineligithis season. Its final won-lost rec- bilities, was second in field goals
ord is 2-22, due primarily to 11 scored (73), first, among the playlosses picked up by using ineligible ers who finished the season, in field
players.
goal percentage (.408), second in
Although the Spartans ended the rebounding (116), third in points
season on a losing note they still scored (162), and fourth in scorSHIRTSWashed and Pressed
23c had a 52.6 points-allowed average, ing average (6.7).
enough for third in the nation.
The leader in the personal foul
PANTSWashed and Pressed
40c goodIndividually,
Dennis Bates led
department was Edwards with 86
the club In rebounds (73), field
personal fouls. Dennis Rates was
200/o Discount to Students on
goals (77), free throws (81),
second with 73 and Rolf Dahl
Dry Cleaning
Points (235), field goals attemptwas third with 70.
ed (set) and free throws atOverall the Spartans out-fouled
SKIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERSDRY CLEANED, ONLY 15c
tempted (123).
(Same price as Coin -Op)
the opposition 497-417.
The loss of Joe Braun and Bill
San Jose had a better field goal
Robertson hurt the Spartans. Robaverage (.387-.381) but they trailed
ertson had the second best free
in free throw average (.594 to
throw percentage
(.495)
and
.667). The Spartans scored 328 free
12th and Santa Clara
CY 5-8763
Braun had the best (.456).
throws as compared to 436 for its
Braun had the best scoring averopposition.
age (10.9), while Robertson Was
second (10.8). pates was third .
point average with a 9.8, 11, among the players who finished t
season.
Athlete of the Week
Bill Tionge took second place
honors in point average with a
Ummm, it’s
7.0 tally. He was third in field
DENNIS BATES
goals made (66) and third in free
throws made (36).
Dennis Bates is FOREMOST’S athlete
The Spartans outscored their opof the week. Closing out this season
ponents 1342-1262. They out-reagainst Santa Clara, Bates pumped
bounded the opposition 1012-900
through 21 points. Coach Inman rates
and outshot the opposition while
winning 13 games (11 were forDennis as the best defensive forward
feited to the oppositon’s 11 wins.
in the league. Returning next year,
Delicious ...

LOWEST
GAS PRICES

Cagers End Season
ith Losing Record

SAVE

On Your Cleaning & Laundry Cost

Barring last minute complications San Jose State sprint sensation Dennis Johnson will compete for the Spartans against Vandenberg Aerospace base Saturday
at Spartan field. Coach Bud Winter revealed today.
The Jamaican flash, who tied
the world’s 100-yard dash record
of 9.3 last year, injured his leg
last spring and has been hampered
by it ever since. If his leg muscles
should cramp during practice this
week, as they did just prior to the
interclass meet, he still might be
withheld from competition, however.
Johnson won’t be able to turn
In top times at first, but should
be In hot pursuit of the new
century mark of 9.2 by late
spring. Frank Budd set the present officially accepted mark last
June.
Another top Spartan slated to
get back into action Saturday is
hurdler Bruce McCullough. McCullough, who has bests of 232 in
the low hurdles and 47.5 in the
440, suffered a slight injury in the
interclass meet.
Replacing Johnson and McCullough on the injured list is javelin
and discus man Dan Studney.
Studney injured his back on his
first javelin toss in Saturday’s
Stanford Relays. Consequently, he

Golfers
Tee Off
Fresno state college’s golf team,
which has been a nemesis to the
Spartan golf squad for the last two
years, will travel to San Jose
Thursday evening for a match with
the locals Friday at 1 p.m. at the
San Jose country club.

WONDER CLEANERS

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
Women and married men over
21: $AS less $15 dividend, or a net
of $65 (based on current 17 per
cent dividend). Single men under
net
25: 5252 less $43 dividend, or
of 5209.
$5,000
010/20.000 Bodily Initory
Property Damage end 5500 Medical
Payments. Other coverage; at COOT.
parable savings. Payments TEN be
made once, twice or four times
yar. Call or write for full information to George M. Campbell,
SOO Maple Avenue, Sunnyvale,
REgent 9.1741 (dnY & rite).

didn’t even come close to equaling
the performances of Stanford’s
Art Batchelder (241-5% in the
javelin) and Dave Weill 1179-7),
in the discus),
Another doubtful starter for
&IS Is Jeff Fishback, a 4:16.5
miler and a 9:15 two-miler.
Fishback missed the Stanford
Relays due to the flu and has
not yet regained full strength.

Final WCAC Standings
CONFERENCE
W L PF PA
’11
1 805 625
8
4 794 799
8
4 733 674
* 6
6 738 749
5
7 728 784
* 4
8 675 753
0 12 627 674
t ’emn over SJS

Peppei (law
St. Mary’s
Santa Clara
Loyola
UOP
USF
SJS
Includes

Paeta

JEWELERS

72 SOUTH FIRST STREET

CY 7-0920

Giants Sign Hero;
Reports to Fresno
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)The
Giants today anounced the signing of first baseman Larry Bain,
20, San Francisco, a graduate of
Washington high school and
named to the All -City team in
1959 when he hit .460.
Bain. weighing 180 pounds, entered the armed services when he
left high school and was named
"most valuable player" in the
European Communications Zone
League.
Bain vvill be the recipient of a
medal for his heroic work during
a train wreck while he was serving in France.

ALSO

Complete Skiing Rental Supplies
Cope & McPhetres
66 W. San Antonio St.

44.

"Midnight
Bowling
Romantic?"

A
A MODERN CLASSIC SCULPTURED IN IS KARAT GOLD

-p

72 SOUTH FIRST STREET

CY 7-0920

PTT1

T

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos
CY 44810

ml

THESE HIGH QUALITY, LOW PRICED SERVICES FOR S.J.S. STUDENTS

SAVE

ALL CIGARETTES

22c

PER GALLO \

i h Our 7-Blend

PER PACK

Pumps

COMPLETE
AUTOMOTIVE
MAINTENANCE

SPECIAL RATES

by

01) Journeyman
Mechanics

l’Itis:

JF,A,1-4,14LItS

Open Mon. & Thurs. Evenings

78 South 4th
Street

CY 5-8968

I

IILIDGET TERMS TOO.

CY 5-2939

(Just Three Blocks from Campus)

MAJOR GAS

ER -A1.1.
PF
PA
1710 1520
1571 1571
1513 1302
1641 1493
1642 1712
1540 1618
1356 1297

STILL IN PROGRESS
20%-50% Off on Ski Equipment

ou cant beat

Gymnastic Meet
Nearing the end of their season,
San Jose State’s gymnasts enter
the first of two weekend tournaments Friday at Sacramento when
they try their luck in the Western
Intercollegiate Gymnastics assn.
championships.

O
L
6
11
6
9
16
15
22

A

YAGER & SILVA

FOREMOST
Ice Cream

W
19
13
19
15
9
10
2

SPRING
SKI
EQUIPMENT
CLEARANCE

FOREMOST

Bates should turn in another fine season with the Spartans. Good luck
from FOREMOST.

\+, mter reports that Santa Cho.
Valley Youth Village plans II,
send several athletes to Saturday’s
meet, including pole vaulters Jeff
Chase and Dick Kirrunell.
While the Spartan varsity is
competing against Vanderberg, the
SJS frosh will meet Moffett Field
and Alameda Coast Guard, aLso at
Spartan field. The meet is slated
to begin at 1:30 p.m.

FOR

DAILY
STUDENT
PARKING

Cash Stamp., \\ ith kll
We tionor All Credit Canis

-4411,

t,--Q.P

Grad To Board
Fastest Bomber
..s.ot
1..rit.tu,h
A
State will scion become a navigatorbombardier of the world’s fastest
bomber when he completes the
second phase of instraction tri
three-month course at the 11-58
Combat Training school.
Capt. Charles S. Bailey was graduated as a second lieuteramt from
the SJS AFROTC detachment.
Bailey. after completing the
three-month course, will be HSsigned as a fully-qualified B-58
navigator-bombardier with a bomb
wing at Bunker Hill AFB, Ind.
Captain Bailey switched to B-58’s
after logging 1500 flying hours as
a navigator-hombardier on a 13-47
crew stationed for four anti a half
years in Texas. While flying as a
11-47 crewman. Bailey’s crewmates
won the coveted Strategic Air
Command "select" rating for two
years.
Bailey married the former Audrey D. Hoy, whom he met at SJS.
His twin sister. Sandra. is also a
r:radtlato f S.T5 where she earned I

"8
,
, Greetinat- Cards §0
0O
0
O
for all 014’4410114
V

San Jose State faculty wives and

Note, inteivaers ere held in the
Pacernent Office, Adrn234. Appoint
I -’ant lists are put out in advance of the
nterview. Students ar requested to
sign up early. -Ed.

O

1
Alt,/

I ’crsrottuiiir-si Slalismilus
iii sJri llll n robin.
o
0
is
0
s

A monitor radio, set to receive
the broadcasts of San Jose police,
was added Monday to the SJS security office communications system.
Installed in the department’s
central office. the unit will enable
security officers stationed in the
building to know what’s happening
in any section of the college community.
From the central office, the offi-

Faculty Wives Club
Schedules Dinner

Job Interviews
(sill S’s

11.,%ird High School district
:. Asia county) will interview
,lutes for high school teachers.
111.1111rage
Independent School

’elect ntsks for Easter

,

SJS Security Office Tunes 10
On Local Police Broadcast

ilegyee iii istucan,,n.
11,1’
The navigator -bombardier’s par- I
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
Bailey. live at 1,343 Boxwood Jr
San .11.11k.

their husbands tomorrow, 7 p.m.,
at Ming’s restaurant, 4100 El Camino Reid, Palo Alto.
The SJS Faculty Wives club has
planned the dinner. Along with superb Cantonese food, according to
Mrs. Henry W. Robinson, publicity
chairmtui will be many surprises.
Taking reservations 101’ the event
are Mrs. Robert Hare, AN 9-0398:
Mrs. Richard Whitlock, RE 9-1858:
Mrs, Richard Benvechro, AN 43677: Mrs. Lawrence Pugno, AN 93986, and Mrs. Howard Shellhaminer. AN 4-1657,

tN DAILY

’Eugene Onegin’
Next Classic Film

NAVIGATOR-BOMBARDIER-Capt. Charles S. Bailey, a 1955
SJS graduate, will assume duties soon on the world’s fastest
operational bomber, the 8-58 "Hustler." Bailey is currently undergoing training in Texas at the Air Force’s B-58 Combat
Training school. The "Hustler" recently set the world’s record
coast -to -coast, return trip run at four hours, 42 minutes.

"Eugene
kovsky’s few ventures into tilt,
erotic world. is scheduled for
morrow’s classic film presentat
There will be showings at 3:30 pi:.
in Concert Hall and 7 p.m. in Morris I)ailey auditorium.
The color film features performers front Russia’s Bolshoi, Leningrad and Kirov opera and ballet
companies.
I A documentary on Egyptian art.
I "Six Faces of Pharaoh," is the cofeature.

cer on duty is able to heat both the
San Jose police broadcasts and
messages from cruising 5.15 security vehicles.
"In the event of an emergency,
we call often reach the scene before
other units," explains Ralph Gough,
chief campus security administrator.
"The new receiver not only enables better service for the college, it also adds another link between the city and college."
Before the installation, the central of f
could
cod m
be reached
BIKES! ALL MAKES

by telephone, I
The department’s
seeurit) ,
hides are in constant
corsununieaUori with the
crt)
patchers. Each SJS ear or
cycle has its own van raxmlat
Workmen inatalled alt
aat,.
Friday so that the fleW
1W,.
can be used in the
depart,,,,
downstairs office, normally
stkr,
ed from radio waves.
"In an emergency it is
imp6r.,.
for all our units to receive
the
sage at the same time"
emphiii:i
Gough.

. .T. AR. 06N.OrpWHI0
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FRANCETO
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speed
with 27" wheels and 23" &
24

frames.

/

urDinegrel.41 .11fulScs"annidu.PI’a

$79.95

1.
,
Sinc

1896

DESIMONE’S
BICYCLE

72 So 2nd 5+.

AND TOY

SHOP

CY 3-5808

Help Needed
To Beautify
SJS Campus

sOther.dweller bicycles checied
ready to go at $69.95 and up I
This Week’s
SPARTAN SPECIAL
Long cable -key l ocks
$1.39 tag 159

THE
SKY
IS
NOT
THE

.!istre
will interview candidates
Nirollier’s Day Card:it the elementary and
:,r t.
A sign-up sheet fel. the campus
vslit.
.;11
rallicr.r. Day Card beautification project can be found
I ()Winnow
Alantitos Elementary district, on the Art department bulletin
ttarden tirove (Orange county) will board in the main hull next to the
§I ree catalog
.rmrvit.w prospective elementary elevator.
Sbinform:ditto
The project for this semester
’ eacheri
-o-r-otr
Lc"’
may be the revamping of the fGunLain in the Outer Quad, or tatproving the Library annex. No
project has been positively decided
on, however, according to Carol
Bjornson. campus beautification
Seeking
project chairman.
People from theoretical as well
Men or Women
as practical fields will be needed
for the task, Miss Bjornson said.
Political Science (International Relations
Majors in
, a reality."

LIMIT

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
Economics
Engineering
Sciences

Spartaguide

Bi-lingual typists and secretaries

Also

intrrested in working

To1).1
Extratistiral sports, I noiMinton.
,vG23, .1:30 p.m.: sYtoltrunized
Vs1.; ptnil. 7 p.m.
United Campus (’suistian fellowntilp, worship and ’program, Chrisin ,entrtr, 3181 S. 10th st., 7 p.m.
KM.. Club. meeting, W(;22, 4:30

in Washington. D.C. or Overseas

Contact the Placement Service,
Room 234, Administration Building, before March 20.

1

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

:rt.
Wesley foundation, weekly Lentmeditation, St. Paul’s church,
loth and San Salvador, 5 p.m.

Fare. apt. for two college girls or mar- TOMORROW
ried couple. Very aftract, and comfort.
Spartan Oriocel, general meeting,
able. Quiet. Only $85 mo. AN 9-4576.

TH13, 7:30 p.m., orientation com-

Summer rates now on new apt. house. mittee, discussion of fall inter2 & 3 bedrooms. See mgr., 426 So. 6th. views, College Union, 4 p.m.
Apt. #7. CY 4-0662 or CY 7-9344.
Newnum club, discussion on

TO PLACE AN AD:
Cal at Student Affairs Office.Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

"Communist Movement," by Prof.
Victor Ferkiss, St. Mary’s college,

WANTED

Needed: 2 girls to share apt. with 2 of Newman hall, 79 S. Fifth st., 8 p.m.
same. Urgent. Cy 3.1687,

Women’s Recreation seen., has-

FOR SALE

Boy to share tut..
pd. 540. 643 S.

2.brty art. Uti,lr,

I956 Ford 4-dr., stirk 0.D.. P&H. Clean,
cond,tion. CY 2 4457 evenings. Boy to share
e.
. i P. ,
$38. 643 So. 6th.
Desk. $17100
AN V 91,19
Wanted: Two men to
wier Ler ren new ni
Us«d
Kohler+ Bassoon.
.11,. D,ri
,t.d ; ’ty too. CsIl p re. Cl 3.9045.
330 CY 7.923". 774 So, 9th, #11. Roommates Quick for U N P 442
5.7 p.m.
54 Jaguar XK 120. Good cond. Must be.wonti
vU Ca CY 4.7187.
I Girl to share .ge. 4 -bed,"
CY 7-9372.
Approved housing contract. Male. $45 3
r

M.

73, derror,m CY 7-1758.

WG23, 7 tr.m.

VAUGHN’S
121 S. 4th St
CY 2-7611

SERVICSS

Used typewriters. P.,,yei $25 Royal Port
only $50 Corona Portable $50. 499 No
3rd P,^ 295-2906 aiter 6 p.m.

German tutoring by native. Cell CY 7
6016 after 4 p.m.

s ; . for space-age thinkers on the Bell System team. World leader in communications -from missile guidar-P
systems to telephone calls relayed by satellite -the Bell System offers opportunity unlimited for tod.ry ;
graduates. Come in and find out how far 122 can go with the Bell System.

Typing-Thesess. Term papers, Reports
etc. CY 3.0208.

Approved apt. contract. Gree rreciJcod
Dorette CY 3 9814,
- ra
’

MISCILLANIOUS

Speaker enclosure, AM/FM tuner. Call
C -.I 298.6135.
Pacific Coast Soiling School
Sausalito. ED 2-2480.
Exquisite new P.a., de ’t
-to
nn
;a
8 Call Cl 4 6993
Forelands
11 Chen. 4-door. 12,1)..,It ono nt
11 6 ’68 .3;.n, 5

RINTALS
rrsr C.ourts

L,p1.
y. $8,3 545 Sc

B011

328.

This team will continue to give consideration to all qualified applicants for employment without regard to
rice, creed, color or national origin

Superfluous hair removed permanet ,
Na-r, In P.E. 210 So. 1st. CY 4.4499

$175

TRANSPORTATION
Need ride from vhool daily to Redwn-1
/. r
EM 6.174i.
To end irons Niles. Will pay. tinier’
Ph- 793-6341.

kit.
Nice furnished room
-en. F- rent 26’ S. 12th St. Pr

Help Wanted

Le. furs. apt. 8.11 & St. James, 4 men.

Morning time available? F,n
3 rveney. Guaranteed wage 2 Sr. furnished apt. 452 Sr.. 44 St. CcjI, On time ran adjust to yours. Cell
C( 4.5085 or AL 2.3420.
CY 7.547)
$170.00. Call AN 9-0104.

Modern studio for 2 or 3--elec. kit. $80
’Ph. CY 8.1589.
61’ r.

,

!

11

LOST AND POUND

Missing -2 dogs. I purebred Alasi,
Boon. hoard. Women students. 3 meals Husky, ’,Ile Moe. 6 ncriths-TIKA
brown, black muzzei-MARmA
4.4622.
CY
Catholic
small,
days.
DUKE. Reward. Informet,on leading
return CY 3.6119. 450 So, Ph.
Heve Rm & Brd
boys and girls.
cooking. CY 8. Lost: Brown loather wallet. Inows
^
Reward. 421 E. San Anton,o.

THREE PIECE
SUITS
DACRON & WOOL
WHIPCORDS

WORSTEDS
from $45.16
35% discount to any student or faculty
member on all merchandise. Includes all
school and teachers’ associations.
open ’tit 9 Thurs. night
BenkArnericard end First Netioeel
Credit Cards honored

fV

/moos j

Pacific Telephone

Technical and non -technical graduates for engineering and administrative positions throughout
the United States.
WAN O IA
ECOMPORATION

Technical and non--.1-inical graduates for engineering and administrative positions in California.

Engineering and physical science graduates for
research, development, and design of atomic
weapons at Livermore, California.

INTERVIEWING ON MARCH 21 & 22, 1962
SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW AT THE PLACEMENT OFFICE

